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AN AIR RALLY ACROSS AFRICA FOR VINTAGE PLANES  Press Release 8th June 2016    Starting in Crete, Greece on the 12South-Africa, on the 17th of December, for a truly unique flying rally across Africacountries in 37 stops and 35 days. Following in the footsteps of the pioneering flights of the 1920sthe epic movie “Out of Africa”, the route recreates almost exactly Imperial Airways “Africa Route”.   

  GENERAL Extraordinary Logistics company, Prepare2go, specialisesground and air movement.  They are at the origin of this truly unique and historical rally across Africa recognised by the “This is the result of years of experience: we have times with modern aircraft as well as with vintage says Sam Rutherford, the initiator of the Rally and CEO of Prepare2Go.  "The VintageAirRally is the coming together of the experience previous missions. This has never been done before, ever. Prepare2go’s track record of African flying rallies has now led to its ability to gather 15 vintage planes for such an endeavour and that is truly a first.”    
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Starting in Crete, Greece on the 12th of November 2016 and finishing in Cape Town, of December, 15 vintage aircraft built in the early 1900srally across Africa, attempting a crossing of 10countries in 37 stops and 35 days.  
Following in the footsteps of the pioneering flights of the 1920s and the epic movie “Out of Africa”, the route recreates almost exactly the 1931 Imperial Airways “Africa Route”. 

Extraordinary Logistics company, Prepare2go, specialises in difficult and unusual ground and air movement.  They are at the origin of this truly unique and historical recognised by the FAI (la Fédération Aéronautique Internationale). “This is the result of years of experience: we have already flown the African route 8 times with modern aircraft as well as with vintage – but never this old or this many!”says Sam Rutherford, the initiator of the Rally and CEO of Prepare2Go. 
is the coming together of the experience built during all our previous missions. This has never been done before, ever. Prepare2go’s track record of African flying rallies has now led to its ability to gather 15 vintage planes for such an endeavour and that is truly a first.” 
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   THE ROUTE  The route connects some of the most beautiful and evocative points in Africa, combining the challenge of flying these magnificent planes with the element of competition that was equally prevalent in those early days.  
Greece: Crete (Sitia) 
Egypt:  Mersa Matruh, Caïro, Luxor, Aswan, Abu Simbel 
Sudan:  Dongola, Merowe, Khartoum, Ad Damazin 
Ethiopia:   Gambela 
Kenya:  Lokichogio, Eldoret, Naivasha, Naïrobi 
Tanzania:  Kilimanjaro, Arusha, Ngorongoro (Serengeti), Zanzibar, Iringwa, 

Songwe 
Zambia:  Kasama, Mfuwe, Lusaka 
Zimbabwe:   Victoria Falls, Bulawayo 
Botswana:   Francistown, Gaborone 
South-Africa:  Lanseria, Baragwanath, Bloemfontein, Graaff Reinet, Plettenberg 

Bay, Stellenbosch 
 THE TEAMS  The Teams come from six different continents (US, UK, Germany, Chile, Israel, New Zealand, Botswana,…) and are competing against each other in this endurance rally to the Cape. Even the original plane, G-AAMY, flown by Robert Redford in ‘Out of Africa’ will have a part in this epic endeavour. Additionally, 12 modern airplanes and 5 helicopters will be functioning as support crew for the older planes. For the latest information on the Teams and Crews, see www.VintageAirRally.com/crews.  
 THE RALLY & PRIZES  With challenges and leader boards comparable to those used in Classic Car Rallies, the VintageAirRally will see its best team win the “Crete2Cape Cup” and the most exemplary behaviour of a team rewarded with the “Spirit of the Rally” Trophy.    NEXT EDITIONS  Crete2Cape is the first Edition of an unprecedented event. Upcoming Editions are:  - 2018: VintageAirRally:  Sydney2London - 2018: VintageAirRally:  Ushuaïa2NYC - 2020: VintageAirRally:  Crete2Cape - 100 years (aircraft 100 years old)  THE ORGANISATION  The VintageAirRally is a Prepare2go endeavour. Prepare2go has extensive experience in ground and air logistics in difficult countries. As part of its aviation activities it has already successfully flown this route 8 times in the last 8 years with 



groups of light aircraft (including vintage and helicopter).  The Organisers behind the Rally are Sam Rutherford and his team.  FOR MORE INFORMATION:  www.crete2cape.com/press   Login:  pressVAR Password:  VARpress  PR and Communications: Sam Rutherford    Beatrice De Smet    +32475930232    +32475974129 sam@prepare2go.com   bea@prepare2go.com  WEB   www.VintageAirRally.com  www.prepare2go.com FACEBOOK   VintageAirRally  TWITTER  @VintageAirRally     INSTAGRAM   VintageAirRally  LINKEDIN  VintageAirRally HASHTAGS #VintageAirRally    

                      


